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ABSTRACT In this paper, we introduce an approach to automatically convert simplemodern standardArabic

children’s stories to the best representative images that can efficiently illustrate the meaning of words. It is a

kind of imitating the imaginative process when children read a story, yet a great challenge for a machine to

achieve it. For simplification issues, we apply several techniques to find the images and we associate them

with related words dynamically. First, we apply natural language processing techniques to analyze the text

in stories and we extract keywords of all characters and events in each sentence. Second, we apply an image

captioning process through a pre-trained deep learning model for all retrieved images from our multimedia

database as well as the Google search engine. Third, using sentence similarities, most significant images are

retrieved back by selecting top-k highest similarity values. It is worth mentioning that using the captioning

process, to rank top-k images, has shown reasonable precision values as per our preliminary results. The

option to refine or validate the ranked images to compose the final visualization for each story is also provided

to ensure a flexible and safe learning environment.

INDEX TERMS Robust machine learning, automated Arabic text illustration, mapping text to multimedia,

visualization, deep learning model.

I. INTRODUCTION

A text-to-picture system is a system that automatically con-

verts a natural language text into pictures representing the

meaning of that text. The conversion of a general text to

its visual representation requires a dynamic mapping pro-

cess, which is an important step in many computer vision

applications such as story picturing [1], natural language

visualization [2], etc. Indeed, there aremany other application

areas for text-to-picture systems such as summarization of

news articles [3], data visualization, games, visual chat [4],

and learning for children with learning difficulties, to name

but a few. We aim in this work to convert Arabic children’s

stories to visual static or dynamic representations. However,

the transformation from one representation to another needs

many requirements and challenges that have to be analyzed

and investigated. In particular, Arabic language, unlike the

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Mahmoud Barhamgi.

English one, has complex morphological aspects and lacks

both linguistic and semantic resources [5], yet another chal-

lenge to be addressed accordingly.

There are main challenges on mapping natural text to

multimedia in general. First, according to Hassani [6] diffi-

culties inmapping text tomultimedia root in characteristics of

natural languages such as being semi-structured, ambiguous,

context-sensitive and subjective besides the technical issues.

So, suchmapping requires at first tools for text processing and

text analysis in order to understand the semantics behind it

and then proceed with fetching appropriate image resources.

Second, as highlighted in [7], the association between

images and texts in multimedia-rich content can hardly be

established using traditional methods since alone the scale

of the text can cover the entire natural language vocabu-

lary. Therefore, there is a need for more powerful methods

and techniques. Coelho and Ribeiro [8] argue to tackle an

increased difficulty in managing large multimedia sources in

order to explore, retrieve, filter and rank relevant information
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in particular images. Indeed, associated textual information

to images, such as image tags, is noisy and insufficient to

describe the rich content of images comprehensively and

substantially as admitted in [9]. Finally, returned images from

Google search engine (referring to JSON response object)

lacks appropriate captions or at least meaningful tags about

the images. All obtained images cannot be considered in our

approach due to missing captions. To overcome this limita-

tion, we propose to use deep learning captioning model to

complete the missing information.

With regard to the Arabic language there exist additional

challenges; the first one to tackle is multimedia search using

Arabic keywords. For English, there are enough annotated

image collections used for information retrieval. However,

they are rarely translated into Arabic, and consequently not

directly reusable for processing Arabic.

The second challenge is related to open multimedia

resources; the lack of open image resources from the Arab

research community makes the problem of sourcing multi-

media difficult. High-quality pictures associated with well-

maintained metadata and tags, freely usable and containing a

diverse set of concepts are the keys for achieving our initiated

goal.

Considering this situation, we simplified the problem by

restricting our image search to Google image search. The lat-

ter has been shown through literature to often produce appro-

priate images after several filtering steps. We also applied an

automatic captioning process for all retrieved images using

English captions then translated these into Arabic. Thus,

we obtained different versions which we successively eval-

uate in the remainder. To do, we propose the following:

1) To use Machine Translation (MT) to translate Arabic

text to English text to overcome the problem with the

lack of image resources annotated into Arabic.

2) To use a convolutional neural network (CNN) as a pre-

trained model to automate the captioning process for

all images to be included in our approach.

3) To investigate semantic aspects of text matching

TABLE 1. Description of four cases used for comparative study.

Therefore, we propose to investigate four cases depending

on using MT and image captioning, as presented in Table 1.

• The AW case: In this case, we use Arabic keywords to

retrieve relevant images. Retrieved images do not have

captions as per return from Google image search. The

selection and ranking of top-k images are handled

through an image scoring evaluation getUserEval

function. The pseudocode of the latter is given by

Algorithm 2.

• The AWC case: As in AW case, we use Arabic key-

words to retrieve relevant images. All retrieved images

are piped through a captioning process based on CNN.

An image subset consisting of images with captions

is returned for further processing. These captions are

translated into Arabic using MT tool. So, we obtain

Arabic captions. The selection and ranking of top-k

images are handled by a captioning function getCaption-

ByDeepLearningModel, whose pseudo-code is given by

Algorithm 1.

• The EW case: In this case, we use English keywords to

retrieve relevant images. Retrieved images do not have

captions as per return from Google image search. The

selection and ranking of top-k images are handled by

an image scoring evaluation function getUserEval, see

Algorithm 2.

• The EWC case: In this case, we use English keywords to

retrieve relevant images. All retrieved images are piped

through a captioning process based on CNN. An image

subset consisting of images with captions is returned for

further processing. The selection and ranking of top-k

images is handled by the getCaptionByDeepLearning-

Model function.

Subsequently, our approach prepares a set of candi-

date images for each story by querying a local image

database or Google image search engine with all relevant

keywords. The top-k images are generated based on a deep

learning model that in turn generates an English caption each

time a new image is downloaded. The evaluation is done

using a test data set created for this study that was annotated

automatically by the mentioned captioning process. Results

of the evaluation show that the proposed method is promising

when considering some improvements.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) describes

an automatic mapping of Arabic text to images: (ii) makes

use of deep learning model to include eventually all relevant

images that do not have captions; (iii) to evaluate generated

images and the proposed approach as a whole.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 scrutinizes state-of-the-art of the text-to-picture

approaches. Section 3 presents in deep our approach. Espe-

cially, it describes the general architecture and details the

different algorithms. Section 4 discusses the results and the

evaluations. Finally, we sketch future work avenues.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Mapping general text to pictures has been a major subject for

many approaches and systems. In particular, text-to-picture

systems have been developed to date to achieve this task. For

instance, story picturing [1] that attempts to find representa-

tive pictures for a fragment of text performs text illustrations

by usingWordnet [10], an annotated picture database, as well

as a mutual reinforcement-based ranking algorithm.

Some text-to-picture systems are viewed as a trans-

lation approach from a text language to a visual lan-

guage [11] with excessive manual efforts. For instance,
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Mihalcea and Chee [12] find images for dictionary words as

a kind of visual linguistic representations of machine trans-

lation using an in-house image database, PicNet, and other

resources. Worthy of mention, other text-to-picture systems

are being seen as image retrieval and ranking problem [2]. For

instance, Agrawal et al. [13] presented techniques for finding

images from the Web that are most relevant for augmenting a

section of the textbook under predefined constraints.

Whereas some text-to-picture systems rely on many

filtering algorithms and techniques in order to get appro-

priate materials from Web image searches, other systems

create their own multimedia datasets, which has revealed the

excessive manual efforts behind these systems. For example,

WordsEye [14] is an interesting system for automatically

converting text into representative 3D scenes, but it relies

on its huge offline rule-base and data repositories contain-

ing different geometric shapes and types, which have been

annotated manually. This reveals its lacking for an automatic

annotation task.

A worth mentioning text-to-picture system for general,

unrestricted texts by defining a picturability measure for

words is proposed by Zhu et al. [15]. This system evolved

and used semantic role labeling for its latest version.

A TextRank summarization algorithm [16] is applied to com-

pute probabilities, and the top 20 keywords are selected and

used to build the key phrases, each having an assigned impor-

tance score.

A promising system using a domain ontology is proposed

by Dmitry and Aleksandr [17] and designed for Russian lan-

guage processing. It operates with natural language analysis

component, a stage processing component, and a rendering

component. The system evolved from its previous version to

convey the gist of general, semantically unrestricted Russian

language text. Huang et al. [18] proposed VizStory as a visu-

alization of fairy tales by transforming the input texts to suit-

able pictures while also considering the narrative structures

and the semantic contents of stories. In this work, keywords

are selected from segments in the stories, relevant pictures

are searched from online repositories based on their tags, and

finally, the pictures are composed for showing the main ideas

of the original segments.

Storytelling systems have also been proposed in many

works [19]–[24], [25]. A recent multimedia system for Arabic

stories based on conceptual graph matching, is proposed

in [26]. Worth mentioning approaches [3], [27], [28] in the

domain of news streaming have been proposed that are useful

to represent emotions and breaking news. More recently,

a medical record summary system was recently developed

by Ruan et al. [29]. The latter enables users to briefly

acquire the patient’s medical data which are visualized spa-

tially and temporarily based on the categorization of multiple

classes consisting of event categories and 6 physiological

systems.

Table 2 glances an overall comparison focusing on syntax

analysis, semantic analysis and input/output modalities of the

functional text-to-picture systems.

TABLE 2. Comparison of functional text-to-picture systems focusing on
NLP, NLU and IO-modalities.

As Table 2 indicates, some systems follow shallow seman-

tic analysis such as semantic role labeling, whereas other

ones rely on deep semantic analysis or linguistic approaches

that investigate deeper semantic parsing such as dependency

parsing.

Although there are many real working text-to-picture sys-

tems that automatically map a given sentence to images sys-

tems for Arabic text are very limitedwhich reflects the current

technical difficulties in understanding Arabic natural lan-

guage. Yet, none of them consider the mapping process using

an automatic captioning based on deep learning model to

annotate retrieved images with English and Arabic sentences,

which is what we target at and exploit for presenting the

Arabic story through suitable pictures retrieved from Google

search engine.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Considering the fact that we are dealing with simple stories,

we propose to use keyword-based image search from our

local database and eventually from Google image safe search

to retrieve educational multimedia representative for simple

stories in the domain of animals. The current version of

our proposed system is built on multiple open resources to

enable faster advancement by exploiting larger community

contributions.

A. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe thoroughly introduced approach

for mapping Arabic simple stories to images. This approach

is split into two main parts, represented in Figure 1:

(1) Story text processing and image retrieval using

keyword-based search, containing the steps 1, 2 and 3.

(2) Image ranking using automatic captioning process and

sentence similarity, containing the steps 4, 5, and 6.
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of the proposed system at a glance.

To achieve this functionality, we performed the following

main tasks:

1. Collecting Arabic simple stories in the domain of ani-

mals;

2. Processing Arabic text using different NLP tools for

Arabic;

3. Generating SQL queries and search engine queries to

retrieve images and creating a database to store the

mapping of keywords to images to serve as preliminary

image pool;

4. Captioning retrieved images using a Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) pre-trained model;

5. Matching semantic aspects by retrieving a set of images

with initial input text;

6. Validating and ranking of the retrieved images using

sentence similarity.

To perform those tasks, we used several open source

tools such as MT tool [32], CNN/LSTM image captioning

model [33], etc. In the following, we present in detail the

different steps.

B. DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE ARCHITECTURE

This section describes in detail our proposed approach.

1) KEYWORD EXTRACTION (STEP 2)

First, story text is split into sentences and some preprocessing

steps are made such as segmentation, stopword removal, and

part-of-speech tagging, etc. Second, we select relevant single

word tokens as keywords for each sentence and we translate

them to English using this MT translation tool [32], [34].

We organize the keywords in the order that they appear in

the text to preserve their role within the text.

2) QUERY FORMULATION (STEP 3)

In this step, we formulate keyword-based queries to retrieve

candidate images for them. A useful heuristic for find-

ing better representative images for the characters and the

events in search engines is to concatenate the extracted

keywords including verbs as a single query for each sentence.

A standard method of multiple queries is also employed.

The combination of single query and multiple queries is also

employed.

3) IMAGE SELECTION (STEP 3)

The retrieved images using the concatenation of keywords are

downloaded, saved locally and thus prepared for further pre-

filtering and captioning process in the next step.

4) IMAGE CAPTIONING (STEP 4)

The prepared set of images is ready for going through this

step in order to be captioned by a deep learning model. Image

captioning via deep CNN, recurrent neural network RNN and

long short-term memory LSTM have witnessed significant

improvements in recent years [35]. Deep CNNs can fully

represent an image by embedding it into a fixed-length vector.

Then, RNN, especially LSTM [36], decodes the fixed-length

vector to a desired output sentence by iterating a recurrence

relation [37]. We used a pre-trained model as a fine-tuned

checkpoint which has been trained over 3 million iterations

using the MSCOCO dataset [38].

5) SENTENCE SIMILARITY (STEP 5)

The sentence similarity is requested in order to make the

matching between initial keywords and captions. Depending

on the considered version, cf. Table 1, we apply sentence

similarity after the MT process to guarantee basic textual

information for the matching process.

The obtained English captions are then MT processed into

Arabic. The resulting Arabic captions are compared with

keywords to find out which images are kept for final repre-

sentation. We use sentence similarity to estimate values for

similarity. At this early stage, is not clear yet which similarity

function best fit within our case. It is a hard task and most

of the metrics fail in identifying the similarity between all

variations of text as argued in [39] and [40].

For sentences similarity task, we adopt a standard approach

to compare the similarity between sentence pairs by comput-

ing a cosine similarity [41] between two sentences. Besides,

we employed semantic similarity using WordNet published

in these open resources [42], [43] for English sentences. Only

images with similarity greater than a user-defined threshold

are considered for further selection.

6) IMAGE RANKING (STEP 6)

Based on obtained similarity values, we select sentences that

have higher similarity values with the keywords. Associ-

ated top-10 images are ranked and eventually shown, to the

user/teacher, whenever (s)he clicks the option for that.

7) IMAGE EVALUATION (STEP 6)

This step is based on manual evaluation for each relevant

image where the user can give a rank from 1 to 5. The

system uses this value as an initial score for the final score

calculation, as shown by Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 1 StoryToImages Retrieve Relevant Images to a

Story

Input = TS: Arabic Text story, Idata: Image database,

s,t:Thresholds

Output = ImSet: set of images

Begin

1- keywords = processText (TS)

2- trKeywords = Translate(keywords,En)

3- SetEnImages = getImages(keywords, trKeywords,

Idata)

4- for each e in SetEnImages

5- caption = getCaptionByDeepLearningModel(e)

6- trCaptions = Translate(caption,Ar)

7- if(similarity(e.caption,keywords) >= s) or

8- (similarity(trcaption,keywords) >= t) then

9- add(e,Idata)

10- end

11- end

12- Idata = RankImages()

13- return Idata

End

C. ALGORITHMS

The Algorithm 1 sketches the different steps as we presented

in general system architecture. As input, we have an Arabic

story text defined as TS, our local image-database and the

threshold s. As output, we got Idata updated with a set of

relevant images.

- Line 1: process Arabic keywords using NLP tools

including text segmentation, pos-tagging and stop

words removal;

- Line 2: translate extracted keywords to English

keywords;

- Line 3: retrieve image from a local image database if

no relevant image found, then Google image search is

asked;

- Lines 4-9: caption each image by a deep learning

model, if the sentence similarity is greater than a thresh-

old then the image is inserted in our database

- Line 12: rank image.

The expert will also evaluate N images (in our experiment

selected N = 10).

Algorithm 2 computes the score for each reviewed relevant

image. As input, we have a set of N images.

- Line 1: initialize score

- Line 2: getN images from a local image database

- Line 3: set a score for each image

- Line 4: return the computed score

For the AW and EW cases, the ranking of relevant top-10

images is handled based on user evaluation, i.e., a user can

give for each relevant image a ranking score and based on that

the system returns the top-10 images. For the other cases, the

ranking is based on similarity values results.

Algorithm 2 EvalImages Calculate Score to Every Relevant

Image

Input: Idata: Image database, N: number of images

Output: score

Begin

1- score = 0

2- Idata = getImages(N)

3- for each e in N

score+ = getUserEval(e)

4- return score /N

End

Algorithm 3 RankImages Rank Images According

Input : Idata: Image database, N: number of N images,

s, t:Threshold

Output : ImSet: set of top10 images

Begin

1- Idata = getImages(N)

2- for each e in Idata

3- if(EvalImages(e) >= s or SemSimilarity(e) >= t )

then

4- add(e,ImSet)

5- sort(ImSet, 10)

6- end

7- return ImSet

End

FIGURE 2. The systematic flowchart of the proposed system.

Algorithm 3 ranks input images and returns the top-10

images.

- Line 1: get N images from a local image database

- Lines 2-4: check image evaluation and image semantic

similarity and add the image to ImSet

- Line 5: sort the set of images ImSet

- Line 7: return the top10 images

D. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

We briefly describe the system workflow. As depicted

in Figure 2, our proposed system works as follows. User or
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teacher inputs a story text in MSA Arabic using simple sen-

tence structure, here ‘‘ ’’. Then, key-

words are extracted using following text processing steps;

text segmentation, pos-tagging, and stopwords removal. After

that, the MT process to English is applied. Then, the user

clicks on ‘‘Multimedia search’’ either local search or Google

search. After that, retrieved images are displayed. The user

can validate them to be stored in a local database, in case

they are not yet validated. Finally, the user can display top-

10 ranked images and use them to explain the main ideas and

objective of the given each sentence in a story. Table 7 depicts

some of the selected sentences.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS

This section discusses the evaluation of main components

of the proposed system. These components are (i) keyword-

based image search; (ii) sentence similarities; and (iii) the

image retrieval and ranking. The goal of the evaluation is to

test whether the images generated by our proposed system are

able to accurately convey the main characters of the stories.

We distinguish here 4 different cases: AW, AWC, EW, and

EWC as indicated in Table 1.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the experimental setup, we start by following settings.

• Input text data set, we input 30 short simple stories

in the domain of animals to our system. In the future,

it is planned to set up a corpus for Arabic children’s

stories.

• Database has been set to store images and keywords and

their mappings. For each keyword, we store 10 images

and set a manual ranking from 1 to 5. Once we rank an

image, we validate it to be shown to the learner. This step

is necessary to preserve a safe learning environment for

the learner. Image captions have been generated using

a CNN pre-trained model [33]. Obtained captions are

available in English only and been MT translated in

Arabic. These data are also stored in the database.

• Search engine, we used Google image search [44] to

fetch additional images. It is worth mentioning that we

use Google image search in our prototype for illustra-

tive purpose only. In the future, it is planned to set up

a dataset of appropriate educational images for better

learning and understanding.

• Deep learning model, we use im2txt, which is a pre-

trained model for tensorflow published on github [33].

It is a model developed by Google that takes an image

as input and creates a caption for it. Basically, a deep

CNN is used to encode images to a fixed-length vector

representation. It is followed by a LSTM network which

in turn takes the encoding and produces a caption.

• MT translation: Extracted keywords are MT processed

to English using the QCRI MT-tool [32]. Furthermore,

captions are MT processed to Arabic using the same

tool.

TABLE 3. Input text dataset.
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It is worth mentioning that we set a ranking for images for

each keyword manually in the database as an initial setting.

This ranking can be updated whenever a user chooses differ-

ent values.

B. EVALUATION CRITERIA

We define some evaluation metrics based on the general

notion of positive and negative human judgments in image

retrieval as follows.
• Relevance/Relevantis a metric of retrieved images that

most represent a specific keyword/story.

• Precision [45] is a proportion of relevant retrieved

images to all retrieved images.

• Top10 are relevant images having 10 highest scores.
The similarity score produced by these measures has a

normalized real-number standing within the unit interval.

We have performed evaluation experiments using these

metrics on a set of 30 stories to analyze user satisfaction with

the output and the impact of the automatic captioning process

on similarity measures and consequently on the ranking of

top-10 images.

C. EVALUATION OF IMAGE RELEVANCE

The relevance and the suitability of each image were obtained

through expert user. User was provided with 30 stories

together with their output images from our proposed system.

He was asked to judge if the images were a representation of

the main subject of the topic and provide a rating on a scale

of 0 (completely unsuitable) to 1 (very suitable).

The results are shown in Table 4; the average precision

of our system is 44% for the AW-version compared to 49%

for the EW-version. The user satisfaction with top10 is 38%

for the AW-version whereas it is equal to 52% for the

EW-version.

We adopt the precision as the evaluation criterion by com-

paring the output each time a new story is entered. The

EW-version showed better average result of 49% for all out-

put and 52% for top10 as shown in Table 4. We think such

better accuracy could result from the richness of Web image

resources about the availability of images to different forms

of English words and to diverse events and actions. This value

also reflects the current availability of Arabic open image

resources in web search results compared to English image

resources. This motivates us to use English translation for

representing Arabic text through such diverse and various

image resources.

D. EVALUATION OF IMAGE CAPTIONING

We applied an automatic captioning process for top-10

retrieved images which are treated as a preliminary set of

images. The results are shown in Table 5; the average pre-

cision value for top-10 under the AWC-version is 46% com-

pared to 56% for the EWC-version.

The captioning process is done automatically and saved us

time and resources, however, the results are weak; the model

createsmeaningful captions for imageswith common objects.

TABLE 4. Precision values and user satisfaction values of the AW and
EW-versions.

However, it fails whenmore abstract objects or similar objects

in shape are present. This could be improved by consider-

ing different techniques for training. The obtained captions

are stored to be used and processed by the next step, see

Algorithm 1, line 7.

Table 5 shows similarity values based on comparing these

captionswithArabic keywords and English keywords. Shown

values are also weak so we can confirm that the captioning

process with this pre-trained version [33] failed. However,

even with this version, there is a minimal enhancement in the

ranking of top10 images and this underlines the importance

of a more accurate captioning process. The impact of this step

is high on the ranking process and overall accuracy.

There are two major limitations to this method that need to

be addressed in future work:

• The method depends on captions generated in English,

where some do not represent either the actual con-

tent of the image nor the events or the characters.
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TABLE 5. Precision values and user satisfaction values of the AWC and
EWC-versions.

Moreover, a set of the images were not captioned due

to unsuitable image format, image size, resolution, etc.

• Retrain the model with our own image dataset in Arabic

and English

• Revise the techniques for automatic image annotations

E. EVALUATION OF IMAGE RANKING AND

SENTENCE SIMILARITY

Here, we leverage the semantic correlation between images

to filter out some irrelevant ones using sentence similarities.

Table 5 shows values of sentence similarities; however the

ability to accurately judge the similarity between sentences

based on obtained similarity results from different techniques

is difficult. So, in this case, we reconsidered 2 further classes

of measures that can be used for identifying the similarity

between sentences. We employ Cosine similarity [41], and

semantic similarity using WordNet [42] to compute the syn-

tactical similarity respectively semantic similarity between

pairs of sentences. Note syntactical similarity has been done

on extracted keywords and image captions withminor prepro-

cessing. Cosine similarity is carried out for both languages,

while semantic similarity has been done for English only.

Nagoudi and Schwab [46] applied semantic similarity mea-

surements for Arabic using word embeddings and prelimi-

nary results are promising.

Similarity measures values listed in Table 5 are obtained

on pairs of sentences in Arabic as well as in English. In our

system, these values are low; this is due to the fact that

generated captions using current version are not accurate in

most cases.

Ranking the top10 images based on these values led to

non-satisfactory results, thus a sharp gap is observed between

the satisfaction values given by expert and similarity values

for those images belonging to each story. Only story ‘‘#19’’

had better user satisfaction for top10 images as well as better

similarity values.

We assume that if the expert judges that 2 sentences are

similar and the obtained similarity degree between them is

weak, then we conclude that the similarity measure might

not be appropriate for this task and it is necessary to look for

another similarity measure. To overcome this issue, we exper-

imented semantic similarity [42] for the AWC-version.

Values shown are also weak, so we can confirm that the

captioning process with the pre-trained model [33] has

failed.

There are two major limitations to this method that need to

be addressed in future work:

• Investigate semantic similarity for Arabic sentence pairs

using standard Arabic lexical resources.

• Revise the techniques for word similarity and sentence

similarity

F. EVALUATION OF QUALITY OF THE TRANSLATION

For evaluating the quality of MT translation of image cap-

tions from English to Arabic, each sentence pair is judged

by two humans whether the sentence pair is semantically

coherent or not. The users gave a similarity score between

5 and 0, where 5 means a good translation and 0 means

that there is no semantic similarity between the pair of

sentences.

Table 5 showed overall 15 % of the total sentence pairs

are judged to be positive examples means they are semanti-

cally equivalent. Consequently, the value indicates relatively

poor performance in judging similar pairs. Thus, it adversely

affects the overall accuracy.

For the quality of translation, we remark that transla-

tions of image captions from English to Arabic have led
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TABLE 6. MAP and average sentence similarity values for all versions.

to low sentence semantic similarity values with the input

stories, except for story 26, which has reached better values

overall similarities. These results are not encouraging to use

MT translation tool for our future work.

G. EVALUATION OF MAPPING TEXT TO MULTIMEDIA

The objective of this work is to map Arabic text to relevant

images as first step. We target at enhancing our current pro-

posed system that is still under development and improve-

ment. We are currently processing sentences with simple

structure where stop words are eliminated. Then, keywords

are extracted and searched first in the local database and their

corresponding images are presented. Using the concatenation

of all keywords produced often more relevant for delivering

the meaning of the whole story and consequently has led to

better performance than separate keywords.

We believe that it is owed to the concatenations that capture

the interactions between characters, while separate keywords

query only lists the characters and other story elements.

Top10 images are also an option to save time in looking over

all relevant images. Whenever the retrieved images are not

relevant, the user can address a query toGoogle Search. A val-

idation step for new images is required in this case to keep a

safe learning environment.

We list below major limitations in our current status that

should be improved:

• Search result, to improve search results from our

database or from Google search engine, the keyword

query should be expanded with synonyms, since some

results may be retrieved using synonymous;

• Keyword extraction, we should revise the techniques for

keywords extraction;

• NLU, Natural Language Understanding the words of

sentences and their roles (verbs, nouns, adverbs, etc.);

• Different heuristics to compute semantic similarity

between sentences using different lexical resources can

be used;

• Nevertheless, we strongly believe that sentence similar-

ity in this work offers an interesting and useful insight

into the performance of these similarity measures which

are crucial to such applications;

• Each image’s metadata such as link and image name

retrieved by the search can also be exploited as an

TABLE 7. Selected outputs for all versions.

indication of the image’s content similar to the work

done by Nikolaos and Mark [47];

• A filtering algorithmmust be developed to remove inap-

propriate images;

• An image pre-processing should be employed to

bring images to a unified format ready for eventual

composition.

We summarize the results in Table 6, which shows

enhancements in two main directions. First, using English

Keywords instead of Arabic keywords has led to 5%

overall in precision (from 44% to 49%). Second, with

respect to Arabic and English version with captioning, the
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TABLE 7. (Continued.) Selected outputs for all versions.

values for user satisfaction for top10 reached an overall

improvement of 8%.

V. CONCLUSION

We introduced in this paper an approach to automatically

convert simple Arabic children’s stories to the best represen-

tative images from Google image search using deep learning

model for image captioning. Using a captioning process to

rank top-k images has shown reasonable precision values

as per our preliminary results. Using Google image search

and MT process has led to many limitations in our current

work such as word ambiguity and malformed MT transla-

tions. We aim in the future to look for creating appropriate

resources (corpus, well-annotatedmultimedia etc.) for Arabic

text.

In the future, we are planning to follow an alternative

technique for Arabic sentences using Part-of-Speech tagging

(POS tag) for identification of words that are highly descrip-

tive in each input sentence similar to prior successful works.

We are committed to also evaluate in future works the amount

of understanding and learning that can be achieved with

simple visualizations namely visual representations for basic

concrete nouns and verbs.
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